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Renowned psychic, spiritual teachers, and #1 New York Times bestseller author Sylvia Browne

leads readers on an adventure of the spirit and gives them a surprising glimpse into the next world.

Filled with stunning revelations and stories of those who have visited "the other side," this uplifting

book is the ultimate guide to finding peace in the afterlife.
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Bestselling psychic Sylvia Browne offers a detailed account of life in heaven in Life on the Other

Side. Readers should be warned that it takes a huge leap of faith to follow this celebrity psychic

across the chasm of doubt to the other side. In her opening chapters she explains that she is like

the young boy in the movie The Sixth Sense--she sees dead people. When she was a child, these

spirits came into her room at night and disappeared when a light went on. "To this day I can't sleep

in a completely dark room, because the minute I try it the room starts filling up," she writes. "As a

child, it was scary. As an adult, it's just annoying..."  Once she establishes her lengthy connections

to life after death (including conversations with a spirit guide named Francine and her own

near-death experience), Browne launches into life in the fourth dimension. In a chapter titled "After

the Tunnel, Arriving on the Other Side," Browne explains that newcomers pass through a "hall of

wisdom" and then review their most recent life through a "scanning machine." In the chapter

"Beyond the Entrance," Brown claims that spirits live in whatever kind of home they've longed for, or

they recreate a favorite home from earth. Plus, "the more spiritually advanced we become, the more



physical beauty we're given, as a badge of our progress and hard work." Sex is known as "merging"

and does not require birth control or any commitments of exclusivity. These kinds of glowing

accounts of the other side cause skeptics to snicker, believers to feel comforted, and thousands of

fans to keep on buying her books. --Gail Hudson --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

Browne has been spreading her popular and uplifting psychic messages in private practice and on

daytime talk shows for decades; her 1999 book, The Other Side and Back, hit number one on the

PW bestseller list. Now she's back with a plainspoken, good-humored guide to the invisible

worldAwhich some people call the "afterlife" and others call "heaven"Athat, she argues, is just "the

other side" of our world. Browne takes readers on a detailed tour (with illustrations!) of this paradise,

where there are buildings (concert halls, athletic stadiums, libraries and schoolsAbut no shopping

malls); where psychological help is available for those who need help making the transition; and

where "we don't need to eat," but we can do so for sheer pleasure (and we don't need bathrooms

afterward). Drawing on her years of experience as a psychic hypnotist and healer, Browne suggests

that the other side is a kind of rest stop for our souls, where we go in between our multiple sojourns

in this dimension. The folks over there, she argues, can talk to us, help us cure AIDS and guide us

as we try to heal the pain in our lives. Browne anticipates reader skepticism with a kind of

tough-edged patienceAshe's been there and seems to genuinely want to help readers get past their

crippling disbelief so they can understand the cycles of life. And she's armed with examples to show

she's not making any of this upAshe tells of skeptics who, when hypnotized, began speaking

ancient, dead languages they couldn't possible have learned in this lifetime and of audiotape

recordings of voices from the other side. Although the book isn't likely to make believers out of

scoffers, it is a well-written and entertaining cultural bellwether. BOMC, QPB, One Spirit, Literary

Guild, Doubleday Book Club selections. (July) Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I love Silvia Browne. I used to have so many questions about why we are here on earth and what

would happen to us after our bodies could no longer sustain us and over the years through reading

Silvia's books I had ALL of my spiritual questions answered!Silvia's writing style is easy to read and

comprehend and her teachings and insight make so much sense to me. Her philosophy has

changed my view of life and has made my life so much easier and more enjoyable.



I am a skeptic, and need data to believe. I am somewhat scientific minded, which is often the

opposite of these kind of beliefs. After having a couple of unexplainable events, and finding others

who have had weird things happen I really began reading whatever I can to find some answers .

Sylvia gives us copious data, not just personal opinion of the afterlife, and other paranormal events.

She has verified information her clients have given under hypnosis of past lives, such as name, how

they died, and other personal information. Thousands of people could not have told stories from

other people's lives as a hoax', she has found that 100 percent of the stories check out. I was

having some real doubts about God and religion. I feel a renewed faith in God and comfort in what

will happen when I die. She has also confirmed some things I s suspected were true. Legends exist

for a reason, and there is no such thing as coincidence.

Sylvia seems to agree much with Michael Newton and Brian Weiss on spiritual life following death,

but she tends to wander deeper in the mystery at times, occasionally judgmental as I read it. She

admittedly makes mistakes and comments that she changes them as she becomes aware. Very

appreciative of her honesty...not to get too hung up on her perception variations. Wisdom allows for

a deeper examination of her words while faith tend to suck it down with a straw awaiting the belch

from a future adjustment. "YES AND NO".

I had read the book years ago and thought it would be good to review it as I ride to work. I was

distracted by the sound of her voice as it was very gravely, but then I thought, who better than she

to tell her own story....so I tried to get past that. Although I did not read the book and listen to the

tape at the same time, I thought there was a little more about soul contracts then there actually

was.....however, I may be mistaken.I enjoyed the contents of this book.

Life on the Other Side is a must read. I've read it several times at different periods of my life. It truly

gives you peace that THIS isn't all there is. The book gives the reader much to think about in

relating to those we have or had relationships. This is one of those books, for me, that rings true. It

is a must for anyone seeking answers to many of life's questions. For those experiencing grief, a

definite read.

It's about time for me to leave a review for this book. I first read it YEARS ago, and it was so uplifting

and inspirational, I have loaned it to over two dozen people!!! The book is more about what our lives

are all about, although it does tell much about the life on the other side. If you either are currently



struggling, at the end of your journey, or just curious, this book will answer questions.

I really love this book! Having come from a Christian background and not really every believing what

my church said was true, this book makes TOTAL sense to me! If anyone out there is wondering

what it's like on the other side and they have a very open mind to any type of possibilites, than this

book is for you!Having recently lost both my mother and young brother I was left feeling very alone

and full of questions about why they had left this earth and where it was they had gone. Sylvia is

great at creating a positive image of what it's like for them and it gives me peace of mind that my

loved ones are not "ghosts" looming around my home but are back "home" happy and safe and

waiting for me. It is a huge relief to someone in my situation who doesn't believe what modern

religion says about the after life. Well done Sylvia!

I had the opportunity to see Sylvia Browne this past summer at a casino nearby. I was very inspired

by her words and her works. I had never really watched her on the Montel show, didn't really give

her a second thought. However, I've always believed in God and his special workers. I've read this

book now twice...I also bought her book on meeting your spirit guide. It seems as if everything I've

believed in all my life has been validated...even tho', like Sylvia, I was born and raised Lutheran,

converted to catholic....haven't done quite the research that Ms.Brown has done, but a very inspiring

and comforting read. I'll probably read it again and again....
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